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Excelicon is an adaptive, SBA-certified 8(a) business providing Excellence in
Consulting through transformative, innovative approaches that meet our
clients’ mission needs. Our wide and deep industry expertise combined with
today’s emerging technologies drives solutions that are tailored to our
client’s goals.

Our unique A.I.M. METHODOLOGY, Assess Improve Manage,
ensures that we deliver unmatched efficiencies on time, while
our team of professionals is dedicated to developing,
implementing, and maintaining your infrastructure for mission
success.

C L I E N T S

C O R E  C O M P E T E N C I E S

CLOUD SERVICES Excelicon provides infrastructure, migration,
architecture, security, and overall post deployment support for mission
critical programs. Additionally, we work to educate our customers on the
adaptation and implementation of cloud strategies in their strategic
plans.

AGILE DEV/SEC/OPS & TRANSFORMATION Today’s rapid
development and quick deployment demands require a commitment to
Agile methodology and training. our Operations and Maintenance
support increases our client’s operational performance, system, and data
availability, and overall efficiency through strong operations and
maintenance teams. Additionally, we provide secure and scalable
solutions that fit government agency objectives and mission needs.

CYBER Strict compliance with Federal and State agency mandates
through Governance and Policy support and continuous monitoring of
Executive and Legislative branch memo’s ensures timely response to
transformation.

MANAGEMENT SERVICES Excelicon’s experience ranges from project
and program management, Executive Support Services, CPIC/Budget
support, and pre-acquisition market research.

DATA ANALYTICS Using the latest technology such as Tableau and
Databricks, our team provides actionable information to our clients for
decision making and ability to achieve their mission goals. Through our
data analytics, we have been able to reduce waste, fraud and abuse,
work with Data Governance Council and provide Data Modernization
services. Lastly, through Data Analytics, our client are able to transform
data into information that is essential to making thoughtful data-driven
operational and analytical decisions.

IT MODERNIZATION Helping our government partners meet strategic
and tactical IT goals, employing innovative thinking and emerging
technologies. Excelicon’s commitment to leading the way in emerging
technologies like Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Robotic
Process Automation, and modern development techniques such as no
code – low code, allows our clients to achieve their goals faster and with
improved user experiences.

CERTIFICATIONS
ISO 9001:2015

ISO 20000-1:2018

ISO 27001

CMMI SVC Level 3

CMMI DEV Level 3

SBA-certified 8(a)

CAGE 6ENG6     DUNS 968352968
SAM UID F6SENFJESR74

NAICS
518210    541511   541512  
541519    541611   541614    
541618    541990  561110    
561210    561422   611430    
611710  

CLOUD
AWS, Microsoft, Google, Salesforce

AUTOMATION 
ServiceNow, Kofax, Cognigy

DATA ANALYTICS 
Databricks, Qlik

PARTNERS

PRIME
GSA 8(a) STARS III
GSA IT70         GSA PSS
GSA CIO Corporate IT Services BPA

TEAM MEMBER
FEMA O&M IDIQ
CIO-SP3 SB      ITES-3S
SecOne OIT      SeaPort-NxG

STATE
MDCATS+        DC MOBIS

CONTRACT VEHICLES


